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Abstract. Industries rely on digital transformation and emergent technologies in order to 
reach processes efficiency and flexibility. Cyber-physical systems are currently proposed as an 
answer to this fourth industrial revolution. In this context, the use of drones can offer new 
opportunities in manufacturing shop floors. However, the adoption of such technologies requires 
the development of integrated interfaces to solve interoperability issues between the different 
components of the global production system. This paper addresses the problem of interfacing 
through a conceptual interface model representing the exchanged data flows between drones and 
a given production system. It is instantiated on a real experimental 4.0 platform combing 
production modules and drones. This model aims to support communication between the related 
logical and software components. This work is a required step in order to later address the 
interoperability issues. 

Keywords:  Cyber-Physical System (CPS), Interface model, Production 
system, drones. 

1 Introduction & Problem statement 

 
Industry 4.0 is mainly about new innovative business models embracing the new 
possibilities offered by new technologies. Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are currently 
proposed as an answer to the new industrial revolution. The main characteristic of CPS 
is a coupling of physical and cyber components with a networked connection [1]. It 
involves computational elements able to operate on different scales and interact with 
each other when a change in context. The CPS technology and application for 
production is termed, as cyber-physical production system (CPPS) for the last few years 
[2]. They offer an effective and productive system by enabling smart manufacturing. 
The CPPS controls and integrates with various smart devices and information systems 
with standard interfaces [3]. Incorporating drones into industry offers new reliable 
industrial applications, not only transportation but also for inspection and data gathering 
activities [4]. 
A real smart platform 4.0 is used as a case for integrating the devices with existing 
systems. The cyber-physical factory (CP Factory) includes advanced technologies with 
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networked connected modules [5]. In this context, we incorporated a new drone system 
for material transportation applications. However, adopting such technologies with the 
existing complex system raises interface issues. In particular, interfacing problems 
between the different components of the global production system requires to develop 
an integrated approach. These issues need to be addressed before tackling 
interoperability issues. The model-driven architecture (MDA) approach will be 
followed. It is traditionally used to identify the integration or interoperability of the 
system from the conceptual description and to the implementation [6]. MDA is a set of 
guidelines for structuring the specifications and issues at each abstraction level of 
system integration. They are expressed in models to facilitate the trans-level of systems. 
This paper describes a conceptual interface model to represent communication between 
the system’s logical component and software level. The complete collaborative existing 
and proposed interface model of a CP factory is shown. The proposed conceptual 
semantic interface model is the first step to future physical implementation. 
Section 2 describes the state of the art of current issues and ongoing developments of 
drone integration. In section 3, a short description of the system architecture and 
analysis is proposed. The proposed semantic interface model at logical and software 
levels is discussed in section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future works 
identified. 
 

2 State of the art 

Industry 4.0 combines the virtual and physical world of production, machines, systems, 
and sensors to communicate with each other, to share information, and control each 
other independently [5]. Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are systems in which the 
collaborating physical and software components are deeply intertwined, able to operate 
and interact with each other were change in context. The Cyber-physical factory (CP 
Factory) has a highly complex and digital production that provides the smart factory 
platform. The CPS applications for production integrate state of the art technologies 
and reinforce technology interactions [7]. Flying drones are increasingly popular for 
the industrial context and it offers new possibilities for transforming industries. Drones 
can operate without any human intervention for prolonged periods and can recognize 
with a full 360 degrees overview industrial objective [8]. They are becoming popular 
intelligent logistics tools in manufacturing and other industries. For instance, Amazon 
introduced the prime air for the commercial delivery of shipping products to customers 
[9]. Load transportation and deployment by drones are handy for many applications 
including the delivery of packages, delivery of isolated victims in disasters (floods, 
earthquakes, fires, industrial disasters and many others. It is also a fundamental 
technology for other future applications [10]. With increased technological capabilities 
and connectivity, drones are one of the latest technologies to fit into the industry, at 
various stages. 
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However, incorporating a drone into a CPPS is a challenging task in terms of 
interoperability [11]. These technologies and application for the industry would first 
require the installation and supporting units defining the interoperable connectivity that 
fit into another system [12]. Drones and their interoperability represents one of the most 
important areas of innovation across the technology industry [13]. To tackle the 
interface and interoperability problem at each abstraction level, the model-driven 
architecture (MDA) helps to solve the issue of the system. The use of this approach 
allows a complete follow-up from expressing system interface and interoperability 
requirements to solution coding [14]. Therefore appropriate models, matching the 
particular objectives should be used. Semantic approaches can help to reunite the 
objectives and facilitate interoperability irrespective of the domain. The semantic 
model is the process of interrelation information and systems from diverse sources and 
facilitate (or even automate) the communication between the software and components 
[15]. Below section shows and discussed the semantic interface of diverse source and 
facilitate the communication exchanges between the different modules in the CP 
factory. Next section describes the system architecture and analysis, 

3 System Architecture and Analysis 

This section presents a short overview of the cyber-physical production system and 
flying drones deployed in the LS2N1 laboratory. Figure 1 shows the targeted future 
scenario in the CP factory with a drone. Each system has its own architecture and 
functionality to perform its allocated task. Only the initial description of each system is 
discussed below. 

3.1 CP Factory 

The CP factory reflects the Industry 4.0 production paradigm by offering a modular 
CPPS. The platform is based on a FESTO standard solution. The core of the system is 
its modularity, which enables great edibility by combining modules in different 
configurations for a variety of applications [5]. This system assembles mobile cases in 
a standard and customized way. The final product and its components are small and 
light: fuses, printed circuit board, bottom, and upper cover. The system includes various 
assembly stations, warehouses, and various application modules. The basic module has 
different functionalities corresponding to the application module. The current CP 
factory uses humans and mobile robots for material transportation. An MES 
(Manufacturing Execution System) executes the operations. The other fleet-deploy 
processes the operation of the mobile robot by navigating the boundaries, data and 
signal processing. Those elements can work separately and a platform called “Fleet 
manager” coordinates their interactions. The software components of these systems are 
deeply intertwined to support the global assembly process. 

 
1 Laboratoire des Sciences du Numérique de Nantes, LS2N-UMR 6004, France 
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3.2 Flying drone 

The flying drone has a standard architecture composed of Raspberry Pi, Pixhawk, 
vision board camera, guidance system, proximity sensor, parallel motion 2-jaw gripper, 
suction gripper, and more. Generally, the drone software comprises various dimensions 
controlling platform, mapping and cloud-based platform [16]. The primary issue for the 
indoor application of the drone is the localization and mapping. SLAM (Simultaneous 
localization and mapping) approach is being developed to address these issues [17]. A 
more detailed description of the system is out of scope for this paper.  

3.3 Integration scenario 

In this work, we want to use the drone for the transportation tasks done by humans 
in the current situation: fuses and top covers Magasin filling (cf. Fig 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Target Scenario in the Platform 

The feasibility analysis is done at the physical and also software level. The requirements 
of the possible use-case scenario for the various modules of the platform have been 
identified. The physical interfaces between drone and CP factory are “magazine 
application module” and “fuse application module”. The software interfaces are the 
existing fleet coordination and smart-soft components of a drone. The results of the 
feasibility analysis confirm that the target scenario can be implemented. However, it 
requires a semantic component level integration and the development of transfer units 
of the application module corresponding to drone physical interfaces. 
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4 Proposed semantic Interface model 

The semantics framework serves many purposes, from structuring to solving the 
interoperability issues. It assists in identifying the scope to build shared data resources 
or information exchanges. The semantic model helps at each abstraction level to 
incorporate the new possibilities of integration of the system. The proposed semantic 
interface model is at two levels: logical component and software. 

 
4.1 Semantic Interface Architecture-Logical component level 

In this section, the semantic interfacing relationship between the system’s logical 
component level is proposed for the material transportation application. The 
proposition considers the actual ports of the existing system but only at the black-box 
level. From the drone system point of view, the coupling and decoupling of material 
for each application module are the same. However, each application module has a 
different type of physical transfer unit. It may affect the component level interface with 
a new device. Figures 2 and 3 show the conceptual logical component interface model 
proposed for the target system, modeled using SysML2. The interface model shows the 
common communication relationship between both systems in order to perform a task. 
The logical component and port of the system should have fine adjustments for 
docking-undocking the fuses. Laser retroreflectors (a technology already used in the 
CP Factory) will ensure the interoperable communication between the ports of 
components. Firstly, figure 2 shows the interface model of logical components between 
the fuse application module and the drone.  

 
Fig. 2. Fuse application module-Drone logical interface model 

 
 

 
2 https://sysml.org/ 
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Secondly, figure 3 shows the interface model of logical components between the 
magazine application module and the drone. 

 

 
 Fig. 3. Magazine application module-Drone logical interface model 

4.2 Semantic Interface Architecture- Software level 

Section 3 summarizes the existing CP factory software components and the feasibility 
of the target scenario. This section specifies the interface architecture of the software 
level component to support the goal. The visual representations use UML’s component 
diagram syntax. 
 
4.2.1 Smart soft component of the target system 
 
The drone system has various dimensions in the software level, which includes end-
user software, robot operating software, operating software, and a cloud-based control 
platform. The emerging smart soft is a component approach for drone software 
development and software-based communication patterns, which is a core for drone’s 
component modeling [17]. Using these distributed components, the communication 
patterns predefine the semantics of the interface of components, irrespective of where 
they applied [18, 19]. For our target system, the smart soft approach is used on diverse 
components namely: guidance system, knowledge-base, SLAM (Simultaneous 
localization and mapping) map server, base server, and docking-undocking mode, 
synchronize state. These components are predefined intelligence of drones. Figure 4 
shows the conceptual semantic interface model of drone. This model defines interfacing 
components and their communication exchange between the different components. 
From the fig, it is shown that the smart soft components of the drone are intertwined 
and coordinates with the fleet manager to exchange the predefine intelligence of drone. 
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Then drone deploys which is another application used to configure the drone and 
support the processing, mapping, and exchange of other dynamic information with the 
fleet manager. The collaborative semantic interface model and their communication 
exchanges for the global target scenario (Figure 1) are presented in the following 
section. 

 
Fig 4. Proposed interface model for the drone 

 
4.2.2 Collaborative semantic interface model of the target system 

 
The proposed collaborative semantic interface model gives a feasible and preliminary 
solution to integrate drones in the CP factory. This section shows the existing system 
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software components and specifies the collaboration interactions with the proposed 
system semantic model at the software level.  
 

 
Fig. 5 Proposed collaborative semantic interface model for the global target system 
 
Figure 5 shows the collaborative interface model at the software level of the target 
system. Manufacturing Execution System (MES), other fleet deploys, fleet managers, 
other fleets are the existing software components in CP Factory. The drone deploys, 
smart soft components, onboard components are the drone software components. Three 
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collaborative interactions between existing and drone software levels for the targeted 
scenario in CP Factory are proposed. 1) Fleet manager performs the coordinative 
functionality of data processing, mapping, environment positioning, configuration of 
the system (drone deploys, other fleets, MES). For example, the drone deploys sends 
the drone initialized command to the fleet manager. The command helps the fleet 
manager position the drone for transportation. (2) The smart soft components of mobile 
robots and drones are deeply intertwined with fleet coordination. For example, the task 
library of the fleet manager receives and synchronize the predefined intelligence of 
drone for docking and undocking the materials. (3) In order to perform a global task of 
the production process, the interoperable information exchanges of (1) & (2) shares the 
configuration information, predefined intelligence of the system. For example, 
synchronization of production tasks with drone task. These three collaborative 
communication exchanges at the software level for the targeted scenario are necessary 
to perform reliable drone transportation. 

5 Conclusion and future work 

This paper addresses the integration of drones in a cyber-physical factory, as a starting 
step to create new possibilities for reliable transportations. This paper describes the 
semantic interface model and the interactions between elements of the system. In this 
work, we identified the interfacing components and communication exchanges between 
the drone and the production system. Then, we proposed the semantic interface model 
on the logical component and software application levels using MDA. From the 
identified communication exchange interface requirements are identified. It is the 
required step to analyze and address the interoperability problems further in future 
work. Finally, the design and realization of the interoperability between the different 
components at physical (for eg, coupling sensors) and software (for eg, 
synchronization, drone task planning) level of the system will be achieved. 
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